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About Sizwe Sama Sibisi
Sizwe Sibisi (b.1986) is a visual artist from Kwa-Zulu Natal who taught himself about art thanks to his local library in
Pietermaritzburg and the Tatham Art Gallery. He originally trained as a nurse but has recently become a full-time
artist.
“My work celebrates and honours the LGBTQI+ community and Single Mothers. The colourfulness and layering
calls to mind ‘confetti’ which signiﬁes celebration and festivity at PRIDE marches and events. The various colours
is me sprinkling some confetti onto the downtrodden members of our society. The consistent D shape signiﬁes the
proﬁle of a pregnant woman’s stomach. Oftentimes a woman is left to raise her young alone, which is a huge
struggle, yet they manage beautifully.”
“Non binary groups and women are subjected to wide lack of acceptance, ridicule and violence. I reﬂect on this in
the intricate patterns of my artworks. Hand-stitching is a part of my art making process, as it reminds me of my
mother doing mending for my brother and I growing up. She’s worked as a seamstress most of her life. She’s been
taking care of my brother and I by using her hands to stitch. The way I look at it is, women do a good job stitching
society together.”
“South Africa as society has a long way to go in terms of normalising and accepting the non-binary. I hope through
my work I will shift paradigms and inspire change”.
Sizwe’s work was shown in “Fresh Voices” (June 2020) in his ﬁrst group show in Johannesburg/online with Guns &
Rain. FNB Art Joburg is his ﬁrst art fair. His work will also be presented as part of African Art Galleries Now, on
Artsy in November 2020.

Sizwe Sibisi (South Africa)
Smash Into You
2020
Hand-stitched patchwork with linen, flannel, lycra and cotton
115 x 137 cm
USD 450 / ZAR 7400

Sizwe Sibisi (South Africa)
Resilience
2020
Hand-stitched patchwork with linen, flannel, lycra and cotton
76 x 121 cm
USD 400 / ZAR 6600

Sizwe Sibisi (South Africa)
Affection
2020
Hand-stitched patchwork with linen, flannel, lycra and cotton
108 x 120 cm
USD 400 / ZAR 6600

Sizwe Sibisi (South Africa)
Respect = Love
2020
Hand-stitched patchwork with linen, flannel, lycra and cotton
124 x 165 cm
USD 450 / ZAR 7400

Sizwe Sibisi (South Africa)
Patience
2020
Hand-stitched patchwork with linen, flannel, lycra and cotton
76 x 103 cm
USD 400 / ZAR 6600

Sizwe Sibisi (South Africa)
Building Memories
2020
Hand-stitched patchwork with linen, flannel, lycra and cotton
82 x 131 cm
USD 400 / ZAR 6600

About Tawanda Takura
In his disturbing sculpture, Tawanda Takura (b. 1989), who trained as a shoemaker, takes apart and expertly
re-assembles old shoes and bags which carry the traces and biographies of their owners. These new
figurations carry the subtle but persistent smell of rubber and leather. Hollow, hybrid, tortured and distorted,
sometimes carnivalesque, Takura’s work comments on socio-political injustice and (im)morality, and takes
clear aim at the extractive practices of charismatic churches.
In this new body of work, Takura integrates two new types of objects. The wooden cobbler’s last symbolizes
lust, greed, and immorality, whilst “Spray cans symbolise a delightful aroma, inviting fresh scent, but in this
case the spray cans have decayed and the scent no longer pleasing. The spray tops are attached to an
animal-like figure which is decomposing, that resembles the state of a country. The spray straws are no longer
contained inside the can but exposed, contaminating everything. The loud pungent scent of the decaying
caucus becomes dominant. l feel as though the decaying scent of our society has reached a state which
cannot be ignored: human rights abuse, continued failing economy, injustice, among other things.”
He goes on to comment that “the piece that looks like Coronavirus wasn't intentional at first - perhaps it was in
the subconscious. The holes are like open mouths speaking different things at the body, the same body of
Christ, but different interpretation from these various preachers.”
If Takura’s critique of the abuses of state and church is an expression of suffering and anger, his continuous
binding together of materials is also an attempt to stitch back together what is torn asunder.
Takura has exhibited at the National Gallery of Zimbabwe, several times at the Joburg Art Fair (2015, 2016,
2018) and Cape Town Art Fair (2017, 2018, 2020), and in shows in Mauritius and Hong Kong. In 2019 he
completed a residency with the South African Foundation for Contemporary Art and participated in a group
show at Guns & Rain. In March 2020, he presented a two-man with Thina Dube, also at Guns & Rain.

Tawanda Takura (Zimbabwe)
Nhume dzemucheka i / Man of the cloth i
2020
Old upper leather, string, wire, shoe lust
82 x 32 x 51 cm
Watch a 30-second video here
USD 1000 / ZAR 15,000

Tawanda Takura (Zimbabwe)
From rags to rags, 2020
Old shoes, strings, perfume cans
83 x 113 x 263 cm
Watch a 30-second video
USD 1230 / ZAR 20,000

Tawanda Takura (Zimbabwe)
Muvhangeri munhuwo / Preacher is also human
2020
Old shoes, string, wire, shoe lust, wood, old bible pages none
56 x 40 x 183 cm
Watch a 30-second video here
USD 1230 / ZAR 20,000

Tawanda Takura (Zimbabwe)
Thinking space
2020
Old shoes, strings, wire, plastic doll none
78 x 25 x 30 cm
Watch a 30-second video here
USD 1000 / ZAR 15,000

Tawanda Takura (Zimbabwe)
Nhume dzemucheka ii/ Man of the cloth ii
2020
Old upper leather, string, wire, shoe lust none
75 x 39 x 47 cm
Watch a 30-second video here
USD 1000 / ZAR 15,000

About Ann Gollifer
The entanglements of history, place, identity and belonging are at the heart of Ann Gollifer’s (b. 1960, Guyana) work. Drawing
on her Carribean, British and African heritage, Gollifer reﬂects on shared histories of conquest and colonialism, and human
relationships with nature. Carbo animalis, or bone char, is a porous black granular material produced by charring animal
bones. It is one of Ann’s mediums and speaks to transformations of states, pathways between past and present, and the
intangible connections between the spirit and the real.
“I make my own watercolors using earth pigments suspended in Gum Arabic. I made a conscious decision to limit my palette
to the earths. As I mix each pigment I notice its texture - ﬁner or grainier depending on the colour. Lamp black is so ﬁne, made
up of tiny particles of soot, silky like black talc. Whereas ivory black, bone char is coarser. The ochres are grainier, they are
earths, and so take longer to dissolve into a smooth, workable paste. I can understand how the ﬁrst people took that beautiful
paste and smeared it on their skin, covering their bodies with it. They clothed themselves in earth for protection from the sun
and the wind. They did it for protection from the biting insects. They also clothed themselves in the earth to conquer nature.
The ochres gave them shape-shifting powers, disguising their colour, smell, form and movement. They clothed themselves in
the ochres to honour and worship nature. What came ﬁrst? The worship of the ochres, from the commonest to the rarest ones,
or their use for protection and conquest? I think about the human race and our place in nature. It is strange to think that
perhaps one day there will be nothing left of us but some bones laid down in sediments, like the dinosaurs. Is the reason we
still paint today linked to our desire to exalt and conquer nature, life and death? Archaeology brings to mind Pablo Neruda’s
words: “I have to go back to so many places in the future… there to ﬁnd myself”.
Gollifer has lived and worked in Gaborone, Botswana since 1985. Her own navigation of identity informs much of her work:
born in Guyana to British and Amerindian parents, she spent her early life in the Solomon Islands and Trinidad before being
educated in Britain and completing a Masters at Edinburgh (1983). In South Africa, Gollifer has worked with printmakers Mark
Attwood and Joe Legate. She has exhibited at CIRCA Johannesburg (2011) and Everard Read (2009), as well as in shows and
fairs with Guns & Rain since 2015. Her work has been collected by the British Museum, the National Museum of Botswana,
the Triangle International Art Workshops and UNISA. An artist member of the Thapong Visual Art Centre, Gaborone, Gollifer
was part of the founding executive committee.

Ann Gollifer (Botswana)
Endangered Species II
2020
Artist quality earth pigments in gum arabic and pencil
120 x 80 cm
USD 2100 / ZAR 33,000

Ann Gollifer (Botswana)
Endangered Species III
2020
Artist quality earth pigments in gum arabic and pencil
120 x 80 cm
USD 2100 / ZAR 33,000

Ann Gollifer (Botswana)
Endangered Species 1
2020
Artist quality earth pigments in gum arabic and pencil
120 x 80 cm
USD 2100 / ZAR 33,000

Ann Gollifer (Botswana)
Baboon mask: A prince of Serendip'
2020
Pigments in gum Arabic on paper with graphite and chalk white
gouache
120 x 80cm
Watch the video (Kentridge Centre for the Less Good Idea)
USD 2100 / ZAR 33,000

Me and a Prince of Serendip - by Ann Gollifer
“In May 2020 at my home in Gaborone, a Prince of Serendip gatecrashed the making of
my video for THE LONG MINUTE, in collaboration with Kentridge’s Centre for the Less
Good Idea.
He stole the show. I sought revenge and painted his skull to wear as a mask.
I decided to make a video showing my process. It is physical as I use my body to form a
graphite frame upon paper into which I pour the paint. I know what I am going to do but I
never know what will happen as the paper bends and the paint dries. During this
lockdown period I had only my own body to work with as I continued with my
current series ”The Archaeology of love.” I use earth pigments mixed into gum Arabic to
make watercolours that reference our ancient relationship with the ochres, forming
pathways from present to past.
I am in search of sentient beings, excavating ancestors. The baboon’s intervention
offered me that lucky coincidence that turns the mundane upside down to reveal
something magical, a new and unexpected image. Serendipity.”
Watch the video

Ann Gollifer (Botswana)
Dreamer #2
2019
Watercolour on paper
76 x 57 cm
USD 675 / ZAR 11,000

Ann Gollifer (Botswana)
Dreamer #3
2019
Watercolour on paper
57 x 76 cm
USD 675 / ZAR 11,000

Ann Gollifer (Botswana)
El Negro-Hoopoe
2020
Artist quality earth pigments in gum arabic and pencil
120 x 80cm
USD 2100 / ZAR 33,000

Ann Gollifer (Botswana)
Jaguar in woman's clothes
2020
Artist quality earth pigments in gum arabic and pencil
80 x 120 cm
USD 2100 / ZAR 33,000

